
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
One main question of the SAPH artists is: what is worth to be left what needs to be transported oversea to the hometown. What about the art, is it a local, an international thing. How to face the normal life after the dream?WHAT IS AFTER THE DREAM???a dramatic morning scenario answers - the real, never forget.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Nihao kan kan. Hui lai. Jian zai. Zuotian jintian mingtian, ma?



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the brave artist meets the red queen of vanishland. Where the houses are smashed by digger  and green remains like guardians for on growing units.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the brave artist walks around on the look out for transport ways for the pinloop artefacts. The shipping  might be a solution . A chinese collegue shows it at his show. 12 years after he left China to Germany, become quite famous in Düsseldorf. The chinese artist has become a german artist for its hometown Shanghai by that way of shipping forwards, backwards.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The brave artist creates a design for her transport boxes. A long sms exchange of changes, maybes and mighties finally ends up in order agreement. Two boxes for an input that makes 99,9% of people think: the brave artist is crazy to send that stuff by ship - the economic way. The post office refuses to send the fragile cargo (the lobby guys name it:PUZZLE). The artist uses her 99,9% creative skills to invent alternative post rules for fragile box puzzles. She hand writes a formal looking letter to customs, police, postofficer, postman, transport&shipping workingmen, lobbyguys ecc. She declares all risks included at sending and at her own responsability. She declares to have nothing to declare exept  THE RISK to break SHE KNOWS ABOUT. The postoffice garantuees her 90% broken ware at the arrival. The artist says YES, lets see, I will do my best with it. The postman says: it is impossible to do that. The artist says: No, the artist will manage the damage and signs. The boxes are closed and forwarded to be sended. On the way...













Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
What about the value of  box puzzle?Is it content inside the glass vitrines? Is it the rhythmic installation? The thought walk through the philosophy dong and xi? When is the drawn sign a way to comunicate, when does it shift to treasure? Is a love letter an art work?  What is value to be put  in antique glass vitrines by the Chinese?



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
some say value is the colour of gold and silver.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
some say value is prosperity and wealthy growing. To spread your seeds.









Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Some say nature tells about values. Look at its shapes. You might see the bat. In Asia the bat word sounds like luck and luck is good luck and the bat is therefore not bad but symbol of prosperity and good luck and drawn on ceilings, dishes and tissue...The Taiwanese galerist tells the artist about a valley in South Taiwan called THE ATELIER OF  HEAVEN (God), as stones and trees are like artworks - drawings and sculptures. The artist up in the sky creates men & monsters as signs & symbols of values & valutation. 

















Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artist looks at art as at nature and at  nature of things as if they ment to be artworks. A package can be a package or a sculpture. A package can figure out nice, supernice, scaring, nonesenseless usefull. A package can suddenly look like  a sleeping or dead man.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the day the artist packs the pinloopartefacts into the boxes and the studio becomes more and more empty and anonymous again, the artist becomes quiet and sad. The i bai guoguo cricket looks at her and becomes more and more silent. The morning after the artist has packed the hole stuff and put on weight to 30 kg each box, the i bai guoguo (100daylife) cricket does not sing anymore. The artist does the usual morning waitan walk and decides to comfort the cricket on jasmine flowers. The guoguo is a filmstar of Swatch glimbs. It is the solist of the i bai guoguo clon concert and admired by the other artists and guests. The i bai guoguo had been comforted by other artists when the artist left for visa and sea...the i bai guoguo sang when the artist was drawing. It looked at her movements with golden eyes, called her back when she left room. The day after the artist had packed the guoguo didn´t sing anymore. That was the day the guoguo said goodbye. SE LE. The i bai guoguo becomes an i bai wu shi guoguo (150daylife) guoguo sharing the dream room 25 with the brave artist.





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the i bai guoguo, as it was singer, becomes the last of the Huang Pu divers, the last of the Huang Pu Diver Orchestra musicians. Inbedding waves, melodies  of the flowing, shipping northway the Huangpu river. Not diving, but dancing on surface it welcomes the morning sun.







Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
What is the glass vitrines  -to shape out as pieces for values  -to mean sending them over the sea  -to risk them broken and love them more-to hold on believing it works outGlass is appearance and disappearance, passe partout for sight and light, hiding from dust and outsiders.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The shadow of broken glass is an owesome drawing on the gallery wall in day light projection.The vision of the brave artist is a drawing of the invisible that became visible. She will show itwhen time has come to do so...We will see. Maybe they say in China.
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